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Abstract

What drives exploration? Understanding intrinsic motivation is a long-standing question in both cognitive science and artificial intelligence (AI); numerous exploration objectives have been proposed and tested in human experiments and used to train reinforcement learning (RL) agents. However, experiments in the former are often in simplistic environments that do not capture the complexity of real world exploration. On the other hand, experiments in the latter use more complex environments, yet the trained RL agents fail to come close to human exploration efficiency. To study this gap, we propose a framework for directly comparing human and agent exploration in an open-ended environment, Crafter [23]. We study how well commonly-proposed information theoretic intrinsic objectives relate to actual human and agent behaviours, finding that human and intrinsically-motivated RL agent exploration success consistently show positive correlation with Entropy and Empowerment. However, only human exploration shows significant correlation with Information Gain. In a preliminary analysis of verbalizations, we find that children’s verbalizations of goals show a strong positive correlation with Empowerment, suggesting that goal-setting may be an important aspect of efficient exploration.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Left: Example screen from Crafter [23]. The player is at the center of the screen; the yellow arrow shows which direction they are facing. Their health, food, water and energy status are at the bottom left, the raw materials they have collected are at the bottom right, and the tools built so far are in the bottom row. Middle: Actions available to the human participants and RL agents. Right: We compare behaviours of children, adults, and RL agents.

Humans often explore new environments remarkably effectively, even in the total absence of external rewards [40]. There have been many attempts to formalize the natural curiosity of humans, but empirical studies are limited in that they tend to put humans in simple and unrealistic environments and look at at limited range of exploratory behaviours, e.g. [8]. Tracking the complexities of more open-ended and spontaneous exploration has proven challenging. Kosoy et. al have begun designing more complex unified online environments which allow spontaneous exploration [16, 17].
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but have still primarily focused on simple tasks. Other work such as [38] are limited by what can be clicked within the realm of a specific game. Our goal is to study human exploration in a more complex setting that can also help us develop more effective AI agents. Reinforcement learning (RL) agents must actively collect meaningful experience to find optimal behaviours in initially unknown environments. To facilitate this, existing works have proposed various objectives that guide exploration by approximating some notion of novelty or curiosity, with some commonly-used concepts being count-based state-visitation [42, 39], prediction error [44, 53], state novelty [9, 67], skill learning [18, 32], or information gain [27, 45]; see [2, 50] for surveys. However, general intrinsically-motivated RL agents still don’t come close to human-level sample efficiency, these intrinsic rewards sometimes produce counterproductive behavior [9], and it remains unclear if engineered intrinsic rewards are truly aligned with human exploration. Few studies use human exploration as a basis for agent exploration—some examples include illuminating key differences between human and agent priors [14], or objectives such as [44] being loosely inspired by how children exploration is driven by curiosity and seeking novelty.

Motivated by the gap between human and agent exploration, we study the behavior of humans and agents in the same environment—Crafter [23], a Minecraft-like complex, open-ended environment. We collect play data from both children and adults, emphasizing that the child behavioural data is important for gaining insights into fundamental untrained exploration capacities of humans. We propose five ways of scoring exploration in the game and analyze how well the exploration performance of humans and agents correlate with commonly-used information theoretic objectives that have also been used to explain exploration motivations: Entropy, Information Gain, and Empowerment. We find that human and agent exploration performance is consistently positively correlated with Entropy and Empowerment, but only human performance significantly correlates with Information Gain. Information Gain is also the only objective where both adults and children perform significantly better than the agents; this is despite one type of agent being explicitly trained to optimize an approximation of Information Gain, and the overall exploration scores of humans and agents spanning a similar range (although humans are far more sample efficient). This suggests that for agents to exhibit more human-like and sample efficient exploration, it may be worth exploring the design of intrinsic reward functions for agents that are better aligned with Information Gain.

We also record and transcribe human utterances during play, and in a preliminary analysis find a significant positive correlation between children’s frequency of verbalizing goals and their Empowerment, supporting previous work in psychology which has suggested that self-talk could play an important role in children’s creative problem-solving [33, 47, 64] and in AI which suggests goal-generation aids exploration in agents [13, 10, 28, 11].

2 Related Work

We discuss the related works in more depth in Appendix A. Exploration strategies in AI range in complexity from occasionally acting randomly (e.g., $\epsilon$-greedy) to optimizing complex intrinsic reward functions. Intrinsic rewards are often motivated by objectives such as increasing entropy, information gain, and/or empowerment. Similarly, a range of objectives underlying human exploration has been studied in the cognitive science literature [62, 38], including perceived novelty [59], [6, 58] which simply suggests that humans are drawn to stimuli that appear more novel, expected learning progress [3, 61] which is the idea that people find it intrinsically rewarding to improve their performance, information gain [56, 52, 1] where the driver of exploration is to gather maximal information about the environment, (or even more specifically the possibility of learning causal relations [59]) maximizing empowerment [30, 22, 8] and totally random exploration more common in younger children [41].

3 Environment and Data Collection

**Open-Ended Environment: Crafter.** Motivated by the lack of human exploration studies in rich and open-ended environments, we conduct our comparisons in Crafter [23]. Similar to Minecraft, Crafter comprises of exploration challenges in both the breadth and depth of activities to explore. The player controls a character in a procedurally generated world containing various resources that can be collected and used to replenish health or build tools (Figure 1). Players are able to explore a breadth of skills: collecting food and water, sleeping, and avoiding or killing enemies, as well as
depth of skills: crafting increasingly complex tools. This gives rise to the achievement tree shown in Figure 5. See Appendix B for more details on Crafter.

**Participants and Agent Training.** In this pre-registered, IRB approved study (AsPredicted reference: 92521), we introduced children and adults to the novel “Crafter” game. We recruited 51 children between the ages of 6-10 years (Mean age: 8.6 years, Female: 19, Male: 32) from the Bay Area Discovery Museum (BADM), as well as 24 adults from the University of California, Berkeley campus ages 18-25 years (Mean age 24.8, Female: 10, Male: 14). No direction was given about the game in order to encourage open-ended play, and participants were allowed to play for up to 20 minutes. As baselines we train three RL agents and use one random agent. Specifically, we compare against state-of-the-art intrinsic RL objectives: NovelD [67] and APT [37]. NovelD incentivizes information gain by providing a large intrinsic reward at the boundary between explored and unexplored regions, using RND [9] as a measure of state novelty. APT uses a particle-based entropy estimator [57] to reward the agent for maximizing state entropy in a learned representation space. As a measure of best-case performance we also train an agent with the game extrinsic reward function, which reveals the possible set of achievements. See Appendix D for details.

4 Results and Analyses

As there is no single objective measure for “good exploration”, we propose five exploration scores for Crafter (Table 1). Humans and trained agents generally attain comparable exploration scores by the end of their learning, although humans are many orders of magnitude more efficient. Details about the scores and summary statistics can be found in Appendix C.

**Analyzing Information Theoretic Objectives.**

![Figure 2: Information theoretic objectives vs. exploration scores.](image)

We verify whether objectives proposed as intrinsic motivation functions are indeed significantly correlated with human and agent exploration. We focus on Entropy, Information Gain, and Empowerment, each of which have been proposed as motivations for exploration in both the AI and cognitive science literature (see Section 2). For each objective, we look at the *cumulative experience* of each person or agent over all episodes, rather than calculating them independently per episode (see Appendix E for details). In Figure 2 we plot each information theoretic objective against the proposed exploration scores and compute a least squares linear fit for the humans, plotting the fit where significant ($p < 0.05$). We find consistent positive correlation (though stronger for adults) between humans’ exploration scores and their information theoretic objectives. The same trend appears to hold across the population of agents for Entropy and Empowerment. We do not see similar correlations for map coverage, suggesting that the information theoretic objectives are more aligned with exploration in the skill space rather than just physical exploration of the map space.
Interestingly, Information Gain is the only metric with no significant correlation with exploration score among agents, and where both adults and children perform significantly better than all agents (see also Fig. 6). Plotting the behavior over time (Fig. 3), we observe that all humans and trained agents increase their overall Entropy and Empowerment throughout learning, while Random quickly stagnates. Information Gain per episode decreases as the most accessible observations get exhausted, but humans maintain it at a significantly higher level than all the agents throughout their learning.

These results suggest exploration in both humans and agents may be advantageously guided by information-theoretic intrinsic motivation, and it may be worth exploring better information-gain related objectives for training agents.

Analyzing Verbalizations. We investigate whether self-talk might help exploration by examining the relationship between verbalizations and the intrinsic objectives. Following prior works using LLMs for summarizing human data [51], we take transcriptions from each participant and use ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) to classify whether each utterance expresses a question and/or a goal. See Appendix F for details. The children talked significantly more during gameplay than the adults (averaging 240 vs 160 words per session, despite adults often playing for longer). To account for different play durations, we normalize the number of utterances by the total number of timesteps played. Our exploratory analysis found, among just the child participants, a significant correlation between the fraction of verbalizations expressing goals or questions, and the cumulative Empowerment (see Figure 12), with goals exhibiting by far the highest correlation ($r^2 = 0.28, p = 0.005$ unadjusted). This corroborates with prior findings in psychology that self-talk can help direct and focus problem solving in children, especially by focusing their behavior in a goal-directed manner, and findings in AI that agents that generate goals may explore more effectively [33, 28, 13]. Inferring which exploration motivations are implied by the choice of verbalized goal is important future work.

5 Conclusions and Limitations

Our goal in this work is to develop an understanding of human exploratory behaviours in an open-ended environment. To this end, we propose a framework for studying human and agent behaviours in a shared, open-ended environment within Crafter, with various scores for measuring exploration quality. We find that human and agent exploration success consistently correlates with Entropy and Empowerment. On the other hand, we find only human exploration correlates significantly with Information Gain. Although there is a wide spread in the kids’ behavior, Information Gain is also the only objective where kids significantly outperform agents. This suggests that perhaps humans make use of Information Gain to guide exploration more effectively than current RL agents are able to, and developing better Information Gain related intrinsic reward functions may be worth exploring. In some preliminary analyses of verbalizations, we find that goal-based utterances in children are significantly correlated with Empowerment. This suggests that goal-setting may be an important component of exploration, with further verbalization analyses left for future work.

Data-set Release Upon publication we plan to release our data-set of human play data and transcripts. It will be available for download and we hope it will be a useful resource for future research.

Limitations. Limitations of our work include the small sample size, limiting broader conclusions about human exploration, as well as the limited number of RL baselines evaluated, which we aim to address in future work. We also note that the analyses on verbalizations were exploratory, and need to be confirmed with a larger sample in a preregistered study format. That said, we hope this work inspires interest in the intersection between cognitive science and AI, laying ground for future work that can collect larger datasets in richer and more naturalistic settings.
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A Related Work

Exploration in AI. Exploration strategies in AI range in complexity from occasionally taking random actions (e.g., $\epsilon$-greedy) to optimizing complex intrinsic reward functions. Intrinsic rewards are often motivated by objectives such as: increasing entropy, information gain, and/or empowerment. State entropy maximization objectives use the intuition that exploration is motivated by visiting diverse states. Information gain measures the amount of information gained about the environment [35], where exploration is motivated by reducing surprise, developing a better understanding of environment dynamics. Empowerment measures of the number of available options [30, 29], such that maximizing empowerment encourages exploration that increases the agent’s control.

Prior work approximating these intrinsic objectives for agent training include count-based exploration bonuses [60, 5], entropy-maximization [25, 37, 66], curiosity-based approaches that encourage agents to take actions that are maximally informative about the environment; for example, by rewarding states or transitions that the agent can not yet predict well [53, 44, 9, 67], leveraging Bayesian networks [27], or network ensembles [45]. Empowerment-based objectives can learn behaviours that have measurable influence over the environment [22, 18, 29]. However, even with sophisticated exploration objectives, RL agents often lag far behind human sample efficiency [40, 24]. In the rare cases that human-level exploration is achieved, this is done by a painstaking amount of hard-coded structure [63].

One explanation for the gap between human and agent behaviour is the vast prior knowledge that humans have due to their life experience. [14] find that removing visual priors greatly reduces human abilities, while agents are unimpacted. [13] propose using large language models as a fuzzy repository of human knowledge as a way of incorporating human priors in RL exploration. That said, prior knowledge by itself is useless without an exploration objective. Our work aims to understand which objectives motivate human exploration, and how that can inform intrinsic rewards for agents.

Exploration in Cognitive Science. Dating back to Piaget [46], developmental researchers have conceived of children as active and curious learners who are intrinsically motivated to explore the world in systematic and rational ways [55, 12, 34, 54]; see Schulz [54] for a review. As in the AI literature, there is just as much variety in proposed objectives underlying human curiosity and exploration [62, 38], including perceived novelty [59, 6, 58, 49] which simply suggests that humans are drawn to stimuli that appear more novel, expected learning progress [3, 61, 43] which is the idea that people find it intrinsically rewarding to improve their performance, information gain [36, 52, 1] where the driver of exploration is to gather maximal information about the environment, (or even more specifically the possibility of learning causal relations [59]) maximizing empowerment [7, 8] and totally random exploration more common in younger children [41].

Although humans have been found to be sensitive to many of the above exploration objectives, evidence on what exactly people base their exploration on is inconsistent [49]. Many papers propose that humans are driven by a combination of objectives, such as a desire for both knowledge of task space and competence across that space [4], or that humans find it rewarding to perform above a certain level while simultaneously making substantial learning progress [61]. This mirrors how RL agents also commonly maximize the weighted sum of multiple objective functions, the weighting of which is also often changed during the course of the agent’s lifetime of environment interactions [48, 63]. Studies thus far have been limited to highly simplistic and unrealistic environments, typically stateless or with only a couple different states [19] or where participants are asked to choose from a limited set of options [4, 61]. At the more naturalistic end are 3D maze environments where participants can move around [31], but these are still quite limited with navigation being the only available task. Our hope is that studying human exploration in a richer environment can help shed light onto which exploration objectives people actually use and why they are so effective.

Language and Exploration. We also partially use utterances to understand human exploration in this work; while we are not aware of existing work on verbalizations and intrinsic motivation, there are some works on verbalization and problem solving. It has been found across a wide range of studies that verbalization or private speech can be helpful for understanding situations and surmounting difficulties, for instance by focusing attention on important features and discarding irrelevant ones [56, 21], or assisting with coding and retention of information [20]. This suggests that participants with more utterances might explore better because they can better process the flow of information from their environment. Furthermore, it was found that overt verbalization (i.e. thinking aloud) is
especially common for younger children (ages 6-7), and particularly when encountering obstacles \[63\]. This could suggest a stronger correlation between success in exploration and frequency of utterances for children, but not adults.

B Environment Details

Environment Control. The available actions \( a \) either move the player or enable interactions with the environment. Interactions only affect the cell that the player is directly facing, with the “do” action being the most versatile (used to eat, drink, cut tree, mine, fight). Seven additional actions execute a unique action. Note that we remove three of the most complex actions from the original game as they were not feasible to fit on a conventional game controller (see Figure 1 centre). Interaction actions have no effect if the player lacks sufficient prerequisites (e.g. place crafting table only works if the player has sufficient wood in their inventory). While the original Crafter work contained expert human data, we focus on collecting play data from adults and children who are fully unfamiliar with the game in a reward-free setting so we can observe how they explore in an unknown environment.

We also modify the game to make it easier for human play. First, we slightly lengthen the fraction of an in-game day that is spent in daylight by changing the daylight function from \( 1 - |\cos (\pi x)|^3 \) to \( 1 - |\cos (\pi x)|^{12} \). We also add an explicit ‘Game Over’ screen when an episode ends so participants are aware of episode transitions. Lastly, we slightly prune the action space as described in Figure 5 to fit the available actions onto the handheld controller.

![Figure 4: Examples of procedurally generated world maps for Crafter.](image)

![Figure 5: Dependency tree of all the achievements that can be unlocked in Crafter (Figure 4, [23]). Due to our action pruning, Collect Diamond, Make Iron Pickaxe, Make Iron Sword, Make Stone Sword, Place Stone are not achievable in our setting.](image)
C Summary Statistics

C.1 Overview of Exploration Scores

As there is no single objective measure for “good exploration”, we construct five exploration scores for Crafter (Table 1). As the difficulty and number of achievements unlocked is a simple measure of how well a player explores semantically meaningful state changes in Crafter, four measures are achievement-based. The last one, map coverage, is based on task-agnostic physical exploration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration Score</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievement Score</td>
<td>Number of unique achievements (cells of Figure 5) unlocked throughout gameplay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Achievement Score</td>
<td>Same as score, but accounts for task complexity by weighting each achieved task by its level in the skill tree (i.e. deeper tasks contribute more to the score).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth Score</td>
<td>A measure of how broadly the player has explored the task space by calculating how much progress has been made in a breadth-first traversal of the skill tree (i.e. we only count tasks up to and including the first incomplete level of the tree).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth Score</td>
<td>A measure of how deeply the player has explored the task space by returning the depth of the deepest task achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Coverage Score</td>
<td>Percentage of the game map covered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of exploration scores used in our study.

C.2 Summary Statistics

We present summary statistics across all human and agent data. First, Figure 6 shows summary histograms for each measure, showing the normalized density of people and agents on the proposed exploration scores. We find that adults generally score better than children, and there is a wider diversity of performance among both children and adults than any individual agent condition. However, we note that the overall spread of human and agent performances are similar—i.e., it is not the case that humans greatly outperform the agents or vice versa.

Figure 6: Density histograms for each exploration score and information theoretic objective. Cumulative measures are cumulative across all episodes, while Map Coverage averages across episodes. Left plot for each measure shows human performance, right plot shows agent performance.

Next, we look at how exploration progression over time differs between humans and agents. Figure 7 looks at a random subset of participants and trained agents, plotting the total number of unique achievements they have ever unlocked over time, while Figure 8 plots the mean and standard deviation of three exploration scores aggregated across all agents in each population. Again, adults on average score higher than children. There is also larger variation in children gameplay, with many children who quit playing early, including those who were making rapid progress. Agents are much less sample efficient, reaching similar performance only after over 1000× the number of environment interactions used by humans.
Finally, we examine whether exploration is more focused on breadth or depth. Figure 9 shows a normalized 2D histogram of exploration breadth and depth through the achievement tree. Notably, children show the clearest correlation between the breadth and depth of exploration, whereas all other groups have participants or agents that are more focused on either breadth or depth. This suggests that children may play in a way that explores diverse and increasingly complex skills similarly.

D Data Collection Procedure

Participants. We recruited 51 children between the ages of 6-10 years (Mean age: 8.6 years, Female: 19, Male: 32) from the Bay Area Discovery Museum (BADM), as well as 24 adults from the University of California, Berkeley campus ages 18-25 years (Mean age 24.8, Female: 10, Male: 14). Children were tested in a quiet corner at the BADM and adults were tested in a private testing room at Berkeley. The experimenter sat next to the participant at a table in front of a laptop and a small gaming controller. Per IRB guidelines the study lasted a maximum of 20 minutes. Participants who were not able to complete at least one full game round were excluded. We found that 80% of children had video game experience with 64.7% having Minecraft-specific experience, and 79.1% of adults had video game experience with 54.1% having played Minecraft previously.

Data Collection Procedure. In this pre-registered, IRB approved study (AsPredicted reference: 92521), we introduced children and adults to the novel “Crafter” game. We allowed participants to play for up to 20 minutes. Participants were first shown a short tutorial video explaining what each controller button did (Figure 1) and then allowed to play for up to 20 minutes, with the option to quit early. During this time period, the game automatically restarts a new episode any time the player died to a Game Over screen. Participants were not shown any score or given any objective—which was reflected in the wide variation in responses to the question about the point of the game, ranging from
“just have fun” or “try not to rage quit” to “killing the skeletons” or “don’t die”. All actions taken and the complete world state was recorded for every timestep while playing, along with audio from the participant which was later transcribed manually with timestamps. Due to a lack of consent for audio recording for all participants, this resulted in transcripts from 35 children and 22 adults.

Agent Training Procedure We train three RL agents and use one random agent as baselines. The random agent samples noop 47.5% of the time in order to match the average reaction time of the human players, and uniformly samples all available actions otherwise. For trained agents, we compare against state-of-the-art intrinsic RL objectives: NovelD [67] and APT [37]. NovelD incentivizes information gain by providing a large intrinsic reward at the boundary between explored and unexplored regions, using RND [9] as a measure of state novelty. APT uses a particle-based entropy estimator [57] to reward the agent for maximizing state entropy in an abstract representation space. As a measure of best-case performance we also train an agent with the game extrinsic reward function, which reveals the possible set of achievements. The game reward function provides a sparse reward of 1 every time a new achievement is unlocked alongside a small health-based reward every time the agent is hurt or healed. The agent policy input is a simplified semantic representation of the game: the material in the cell the agent is facing, the status, and the inventory. All RL agents are trained with Rainbow DQN [26] for one million timesteps, with $\epsilon$-greedy exploration decaying $\epsilon$ from 1 to 0.01 on a linear schedule over 250000 timesteps. We report 12 seeds for each agent.

E Information Theoretic Metrics vs. Exploration Scores

Rather than computing these functions on raw pixel inputs, we construct a state representation $s$ that inherently imbues some prior knowledge by combining the following: the semantic label of the cell the player is currently facing, the contents of their inventory, and the increase in their status from the previous state, if any. This captures aspects of the environment that the player is most likely to be paying attention to and has direct control over, while aiming to avoid meaningless increases in the objectives (e.g., visually novel configurations of the procedurally generated map that are not semantically novel). We use this representation to construct transition tables of each participant’s and agent’s behaviours, mapping each transition $(s, a, s')$ to the number of times it was experienced.

Entropy. The entropy of the distribution of states visited throughout play is given by

\[
\text{Entropy} = \sum_{s} -p(s) \log(p(s)) \tag{1}
\]

Concretely, we compute $p(s)$ as $N_s / \sum_s N_s$, where $N_s$ is the number of times a transition in the transition table started with $s$. We report the cumulative entropy over the person or agent’s total experience. This can be interpreted as a measure of the diversity of all visited states.

Information Gain. We measure the total information gain from all experiences of taking action $a$ from state $s$ as the log count of the total number of times that transition has been made [40].

\[
IG(s, a) = \log(1 + N_{(s,a)}) \tag{2}
\]

Figure 10: Bar plot of all possible achievements, showing the fraction of each set of participants or agents that unlocked each achievement at least once.
where $N(s,a)$ is the number of times that same action $a$ has been taken given being in state $s$. We then report the average amount of information gained per transition (accounting for all past experiences) as the overall information gain of a player’s experience.

$$\text{Information Gain} = \frac{\sum_{(s,a)} IG(s,a)}{\sum_{(s,a)} N(s,a)}$$

(3)

This can be interpreted as a measure of novel transitions encountered, such that the player acquires less information each time they take the same action in a known state. We use the log-count approximation as prior work has found it to perform similarly to more complex measures [40]. A similar alternative is to use the square root instead of the logarithm [8].

**Empowerment.** Empowerment is defined as the channel capacity of the agent’s actuation channel [29]. We compute one-step empowerment as most impactful actions in Crafter are single-step:

$$\text{Empowerment} = \max_{p(a)} I(s';a) = \max_{p(a)} \sum_{A,S} p(s'|a)p(a) \log \frac{p(s'|a)p(a)}{\sum_A p(s'|a)p(a)}$$

(4)

We use the Blahut-Arimoto [15] algorithm to approximate the channel capacity, as proposed in [29]. We report the cumulative empowerment over the person or agent’s total experience. This can be interpreted as a measure of the amount of control the agent has over visited states, or the amount of information the agent could inject into the environment.

## F Utterance Analyses

Although children tended to quit playing much earlier than adults, the children also tended to talk more than the adults—with an average of about 240 words uttered during their entire session compared to the adults’ average of about 160. Following prior works using LLMs for summarizing human data [51], we take transcriptions from each child participant and use ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) to classify if each utterance is a question, expresses a goal, curiosity, or a realization. To improve accuracy, we also ask the LLM to generate reasoning before making each classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Questions about the game, such as “How do I move?” or “What is that skeleton doing?”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>Stated goals for the game, such as “I need to get some water.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Classes of verbalizations analyzed in our study.

Figure 11: Fraction of verbalized questions and goals vs. cumulative entropy, information gain, and empowerment for adults and children. We find that the relationship between the fraction of uttered goals and empowerment has the highest correlation and largest significance ($r^2 = 0.28, p = 0.005$ unadjusted).
Figure 12: Fraction of verbalized questions and goals vs. cumulative entropy, information gain, and empowerment for children. We find that the relationship between the fraction of uttered goals and empowerment has the highest correlation and largest significance ($r^2 = 0.28, p = 0.005$ unadjusted). No significant relationship was found in the adult data (full plots in Figure 11).